
Video: Democrat Rep. Says America’s Most Important Border is in Ukraine

Description

USA : Democrat Congressman Gerry Connolly (VA-11) claimed that Ukraine’s border with 
Russia actually belongs to America and that defending it should take precedence over 
defending America’s southern border with Mexico, as the House deliberated its now-approved 
$95 billion foreign aid package, which included a whopping $60 billion for Ukraine. 

After the massive aid package was passed, also extending billions of American dollars to Israel and
Taiwan, members of Congress waved Ukrainian flags on the House floor, and at least one of them,
Democrat Jason Crow (CO-6), posted a video of himself calling around the world to his apparent
Ukrainian handlers, to let them know he’d just secured them another $60 billion.

“Some say, ‘Well we have to deal with our border first’,” Connolly said, mimicking those who are
interested in securing America’s wide-open southern border, as opposed to the border of an Eastern
European non-NATO state propped up by globalists.

“The Ukrainian-Russian border is our border!” Connolly claimed, albeit bizarrely.

“It’s the border between depraved autocracy and freedom-loving people seeking our democratic way of
life,” he went on.

“Do we have a stake in that outcome? Yes. Undeniably yes. Will we rise to the occasion?
Will we stand shoulder-to-shoulder with our Ukrainian brothers and sisters who for 1,151
days have been holding off the depraved, thuggish dictator Vladimir Putin who has
respected no norms of warfare?” Connolly continued, before delving into frequently-
parroted Ukrainian government claims about Russian war crimes.

Much in the same vein as Gerry Connolly, after GOP Speaker Mike Johnson allowed the $95 billion
foreign aid package to be rammed through the House, Democrat Rep. Jason Crow posted a video of
himself online, calling his associates in Ukraine to let them know he’d just siphoned them another $60
billion out of the pockets of Americans.
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While Crow has had much to say on the issue of sending American tax dollars to Ukraine, he had
much less to say when confronted by National File at a 2022 campaign stop in Orange, Virginia, where
he was stumping alongside that district’s incumbent, Democrat Abigail Spanberger.

It was then that Crow and Spanberger alike immediately jumped into vehicles and drove away when
asked about their support for the transgender genital mutilation of children.
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